
 

 

From the creators of 

EASYLABEL®, comes the 

Tharo PA500w Printer/
Applicator...  

the ideal Print & Apply 
System for accurate, 

moderate to high speed 

labeling to the top or side 
of a product. 

Built-in Efficiency and Versatility - The wipe- 

on brush assures proper application to smooth, flat 
surfaces as well as uneven surfaces. You can 
apply labels from 3" x 1" to 4.5" x 7" to a 
variety of items, including cartons, tray and 
blister packages, bags and cans. 

 

Easy to Use - The compact PA500w is simple to 
operate. You can quickly setup and changeover 

the PA500w for top apply or side apply. The 
PA500w also integrates easily into existing 
production lines and packaging systems. 

 

Exceptionally Fast - The Tharo PA500w Printer/
Applicator can apply over 100 labels per 
minute. Label size and application dependent. 

 

Accurate - Placement accuracy is assured by the 
printer's stepper motor control. The PA500w is 
delivered with a product sensor and controller 
to control the triggering of the applicator for 
positioning a label on a product. Accuracy is 
label size and application dependent. 

 

Economical - With minimal training, quick 
integration and increased productivity, the 
PA500w is an inexpensive solution for your 
demanding labeling requirements. Since the 
system is all electric, there is no need for 
compressed air, which makes the PA500w an 
excellent money saver! 

 

Rugged - The PA500w was built to last with time-
tested components. With rugged dependability, 
the PA500w provides accurate and worry-free 
operation with maximum up-time and low 
maintenance. 

 

State-of-the Art Printing Performance - The 
Tharo thermal/thermal transfer label printers 
print with 203 or 300 dpi resolution while 
incorporating advanced label handling 
capabilities. 

 

Easy to Service - With few moving parts, the 
PA500w is easy to service and our reliable, 
after-sales customer service provides you with 
excellent technical support. 
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APPLICATOR SPECIFICATIONS 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BY THARO SYSTEMS 

PO Box 798 • Brunswick, Ohio • 44212-0798 • 
USA 

(800) 878-6833 • (330) 273-4408 
FAX: (330) 225-0099 

www.tharo.com • tharo@tharo.com 

 Warning Beacon  

 
The warning beacon func-

tions as a visual display 
for applicator and printer 

errors.  

  

 

 

 

Hand Cranked Height 
Adjustable H-base 

Stand  
  

Allows for extremely 
precise height adjust-

ment, while providing 
stability, and allowing 

the PA500w to be used 

with a conveyor or oth-
er automated system. 

Locking casters are availa-
ble for the stand.  

 
 

   

 

 

External Unwind/

Rewind  
 

Accommodates up to 
14” OD roll of label 

stock and allows for 
quick replacement of 

media, which helps 
keep downtime to a 

minimum. 

 

Minimum Label Size:   
           3” x 1” (76.2mm x 25.4mm) 

Maximum Label Size:  
           4.5” x 7.0” (114.3mm x 178mm)  

Placement Accuracy:  
            ±0.125”  (3mm) 

Speed:  
             Over 100 labels per minute 

Weight of Applicator with table:   
              20lbs (9.07kg)  

Weight of Stand:   
              95lbs (43kg) 
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